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Digital Text Sets



Why Digital Texts?









“Our most important goal 
as educators is to reach 

every student.”



Digital Bins

They are text sets that include: 

      - Websites
      - YouTube.com videos
      - photographs 
      - music
      - primary source documents
      - advertisements, etc.



Sample Digital Bin: Mood







What is Text Evidence?



Detectives… 

- Notice clues
- Ask questions
- Look for evidence
- Examine and analyze 
- Build a case 



Students go to the text to find 
textual support for their 
claims and arguments.



What Does Text Evidence Look Like?

- Direct quotations
- Paraphrasing
- Summarizing
- Specific examples



Mood

“Mood is the feeling the text evokes 
during the reading and after; it’s what 
lingers after you’ve read.”



Mood is the “Heart” of the Text
● What is the setting? 
● Weather? 
● How do the character feel? 
● Colors? Lighting? 
● Characters decisions and actions?





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ebtGRvP3ILg






http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gA9nZrhFo4U






Multiple Perspectives

“Unlock the door to an awareness of the 
multiple perspectives of characters and 
people who are influenced by the world 
in which they live.”



Teaching Multiple Perspectives



Teaching Multiple Perspectives
“Perspective stems from the way in which someone views the 
world. This view is steeped in a person’s life experiences.”

1) Identify the characters/people in a text and their 
perspectives.

2) Identify the strongest text evidence that supports each 
perspective.

3) Consider why the character/person has this point of view.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fa6inwzLlA


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rBknu_86n5I


Symbolism

“Just like superheroes with secret 
identities, symbols lie in wait, 
seemingly unimportant, full of mystery 
and deeper meaning.”



Teaching Symbolism
1) Identify potential symbols in the text. What repeats? What is emphasized? 

Teach Categories: 

   Animals       Special Objects       Weather

2) Brainstorm the characteristics of that symbol. 

3) What might it symbolize? 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moSFlvxnbgk




http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzNio77XA8k




Theme

“Theme is a thread that runs throughout a text 
and evokes an emotional response within the 
reader.”



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnVuqfXohxc


Teaching Theme
1) Pay attention to details: 

characters
objects
colors
setting

2) Note patterns such as repeated:
images
phrases
emotions

3) Name the threads that tie this all together.





Theme 
Statements
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